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Cherie Link’s FAST Plan to get Wisconsin safely back to work on April 24

COVID 19 is a legitimate health challenge that requires serious public health attention. Wisconsin citizens have 
and continue to respond, flattening the curve and saving lives. Now, we need to bring the same intensity to 
saving jobs and our families’ important economic health.

Wisconsin small businesses and the families they support are hurting. We need to bring certainty and a lifeline 
to them, setting the firm date of April 24th as the re-opening  of our civic life and jumpstarting our economy 
safely and sustainably.

With a strong public health information campaign we put our trust in Wisconsin citizens and job creators con-
tinuing to protect their health and that of their families.

Cherie Link, State Senate Candidate, 10th District
“It’s time to get back to work. Wisconsin communities, especially in areas like western Wisconsin, are ready 
to restart the engine, while still protecting our health and our health care system. People are hurting and the 
public is way ahead of our politicians in calling for action. Government officials in Madison need to hear those 
families and use April 24 as the date to rebuild our economic foundation.” 

Focused  on jobs
Reopen Wisconsin business, including small business, hospitality, agriculture and manufacturing on April 
24, 2020. All aspects of state and local government must be jobs focused and solution based. Expedite state 
administered federal grants and loan programs by cutting red tape and response times. Empower state 
chartered banks to make quick decisions with their programs. This is no time for paper-pushing reports and 
burdensome regulations.

Accessible Solutions
All areas of the state are important, and solutions in this health challenge for rural and urban counties are 
different. What is essential can vary greatly depending on location and population density. Allow local 
communities to fashion best practices, relying on the business networks already in place to inform and 
support their members. State funded, locally delivered mobile health care testing for the unique challenge 
of farming and agricultural labor.

Safety provides confidence
Make sure businesses have the tools to give shoppers the confidence to return. Bulk purchases of masks 
and gloves, and endorsed procedures that protect the shopping public. Continued and persistent public 
information campaign on best practices. Fighting the coronavirus efficiently, deploying wide spread testing 
and smartly surging health care capacity to hot spots. Support hospitals new normal by identifying region-
al COVID-19 centers of excellence, allowing for the return of the crucial regular medicine and procedures 
that pay the bills and keep medical facilities viable.

Tax Holiday provides spendable cash
To get consumer confidence back and provide breathing room for all businesses a general sales tax holiday 
for the next four months, until Labor Day, 2020. Continue the pause on quarterly tax payments through the 
third quarter, and delay the property tax second installment until September 15.
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